This study covers the literature of theoretical backgrounds of royal ceremonial hair styles during Chosun Dynasty and demonstrates reproduction works of those hair styles reinterpreted in modern methods.
The social and cultural environments pushed naturally women to be left without any political rank or status, which were allowed to men only. The following picture is a part of the Royal Queen, Young's Daesoo hair style.
2) Gudoomi
Gudoomi is defined as a big head shaped hair style, based on a wooden framed wig put on The subject of these royal ceremonies was the royal princess, which caused to select different jewelry accessories according to different class.
This was eventually led to the assumption that Yong Jam and Mae Jook Jam had not been used initially during this time. 10)
The picture 6 shows Min Bee's Gudoomi style, revealing quite a big differences from the picture 5.
3) Euyoumi
Euyoumi Reproduction process of the picture 1 is as follows; The following is the comparative analysis data of Min Bee's Gudoomi, reproduced Gudoomis, wooden Gudoomi, and Gache Gudoomi.
1. In the category of weight, ② is the heaviest, ① the second, and ③ the lightest. 4. In the category of usage, ① and ② need somebody to wear a Gudoomi on the wearer's head, given rather difficult from the practical point of view. However, ③ is to wear an Euyoumi which was already produced in advance so rated the best.
5. In the category of symbol, ①, ②, and ③ all got rated the first.
Euyoumi 1) Reproduction Process
In this stuy Gache was made with synthetic high heated threads and hair accessories were purchased from specialized shops of Korean traditional hair accessories. 
